"Dolly is a caring, patient and thorough practitioner. Immediately I saw that Dolly knew what to do.
Through her accurate measurements, various tests and setting goals, she was able to help my injured
hand back to life! Thank you for not giving up Dolly!"
Laurie Freed, Certified Iyengar Yoga Instructor

I'm so fortunate to be receiving occupational therapy from Dolly. She is knowledgeable, compassionate
and highly skilled. Her expertise is helping my right arm on the road to recovery.
Janet K.

“After I broke my wrist, Dolly was so awesome in helping me get back my mobility and strength. She is
friendly, efficient and most of all, very knowledgeable about her profession. I highly recommend her!”
Cynthia Haws

Working with you was rewarding. It shortened the recovery time and the homework
complimented this. I heartily recommend you.
Thanks
Goldie

"I have worked with and known Dolly for years. Her "care" with
and Oncology patients is exemplary, wonderfully extraordinary.
"care" because she approaches each case as if she was treating
family member. One with compassion, respect and support. It is
and an honor to know and work with such a skillful, joyful
individual."

Hand
I say
her own
amazing

Dianne Miklos OTR

"I have had the pleasure of knowing Dolly as a friend, mentor and colleague for many
years. She has always demonstrated being a very capable, caring and compassionate
therapist. Her combination of clinical and people skills combined with a great sense of humor
makes therapy fun and effective. I'm glad to see her having success in Hawaii but would love to
have her working back in my clinic!"
Tim Tracy OTR, CHT
Tracy Hand & Occupational Therapy

I highly recommend Dolly Foley to any patient who needs excellent care. Dolly is
knowledgeable, professional, kind, and compassionate. I am a breast cancer patient, and Dolly
taught me exercises that I can do at home to help my muscles recover, as well as lymphedema
exercises to prevent swelling in my body caused by fluid. Dolly patiently answered all of my
questions, and was genuinely happy when I felt better. I recently underwent a 2nd mastectomy,
and will be returning as a patient to Dolly. As someone who has been through this process twice
now, I obviously want the best therapist to assist in my recovery. Dolly Foley is my choice, and I
know anyone who avails themselves of her services will be glad she is theirs.
Aloha,
Anita Wedemeyer

Dolly has a wonderful combination of professionalism, skill, compassion, and positive attitude. All of these
things provide her patients with the optimal environment for healing. I have had the pleasure of working
with Dolly and seeing her patients respond and improve. Dolly also brings fun to her work which is
priceless!
I would recommend Dolly as therapist and as coworker and friend.
Alicia Hanta, OTR

Dolly’s compassion, expertise, and work ethic exemplify the true heart of a clinician. She not only holds
herself to the highest standard of care within her practice; this outlook also permeates her interaction with
others on a personal and professional level. With each patient case, she proactively communicates with
the interdisciplinary team and documents the necessary information to provide optimal patient care. This
conveys her level of experience and understanding of the principle methods needed to achieve the
patient’s goals. It has been a pleasure working alongside Dolly in a variety of settings over the past 6
years and I have enjoyed tremendous professional growth as a result of our interactions.
Eric Torres, PT

